PUBLIC ART ON THE EMORY CAMPUS

The numbers (e.g. 8) indicate current Emory artwork on display on the campus. (rev 10-15-15)

8. Quality: Introspection, Reflective
   Location: Oxford Road Building, Boisfeuillet Jones Center, the Quad

1. Quality: Discovery, Challenge
   Location: Medical School Green

3. Quality: Contemplative, Life affirming
   Location: Between old & new hospital

4. Quality: Welcoming, Friendly, Adventurous
   Location: Entrance from Emory Village

5. Quality: Playful, Interactive
   Location: Freshman Village
Quality: Discovery, Challenge  
Location: Medical School Green

Quality: Contemplative, Life affirming  
Location: Between old & new hospital

Quality: Introspection, Reflective  
Location: Oxford Road Building, Boisfeuillet Jones Center, the Quad

Quality: Welcoming, Friendly, Adventurous  
Location: Entrance from Emory Village

Images shown are examples of noted artists’ works and indicate implied quality in select areas on the campus.